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The British context

• A mid-20th century tradition of collective bargaining
• Covering 60% of the private sector, but not legally enforceable
• Another 20% protected by sector specific minimum wages set by separate statutory 

‘wages councils’

• Rapid decline of trade union membership and collective bargaining for the 
private sector from the 1980s
• Abolition of wages councils in 1993

• Increasing income inequality from 1980s
• Growing cost of in-work family benefits to mitigate poverty

• Partial and fragmented pay bargaining led to great diversity of practice

• The economic context was sustained economic growth from 1994 to 2008



Economic issues

• Short-comings of standard price models of wages

• Workers are generally as productive as their employers permit
• Gradual increase in relative wage encourages improvements in labour management and gradual 

increase in productivity

• Workers more sensitive to relative pay than to absolute pay
• Conceptions of ‘fair’ pay are more normative than market-driven
• High tolerance of wage structure compression
• Tolerance of real wage decline providing relative wage levels are maintained

• Pay comparisons are more powerful when local rather than distant
• ‘Knock-on’ effects of minimum wage were confined to lower incomes

• Small employers appreciate externally legitimised pay norms
• Importance of protecting ‘good’ employers from being undercut by ‘bad’ employers
• Critical importance of good enforcement

• Focus on what employers can pay without job loss, not on what workers ‘need’



Difficulties and constraints

• Challenge of getting accurate pay data 
• Especially for part-time, casual, home-working, agency, piecework etc
• Difficulty of identifying hours of work

• Necessary age-discrimination against younger workers
• Because labour market increases vulnerability of younger workers

• Extreme difficulty of protecting marginal groups
• Immigrants, undocumented, home-workers, interns, family employees etc

• The challenge of recession
• The low paid not necessarily the more vulnerable 

• The threat of a change of government leading to change in policy 
• Importance of maintaining the support of employers and trade unions 
• Recommendations have to be independent of, but acceptable to, government



Factors for success

• Strong legal framework and strong enforcement

• Widespread consultation and extensive visits

• Cautious introduction and subsequent improvement

• High quality research drawing on a wide independent research base

• ‘Social partnership’ model of LPC to get employer and union buy-in

• Independence of LPC Commissioners– from government, constituents 
and pressure groups

• Opportunity and privacy for LPC Commissioners to listen, discuss, 
persuade, and negotiate consensus


